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The past growing season has produced as many
cyclamen mites as plants. Many plants were
injured, e.g. foliage, vegetable and bedding plants
The injury appears as a distortion of the terminal
growth. The leaves are curled, crinkled and
distorted.

The cyclamen mite is about 1/100 inch in length
and usually inflicts heavy damage before it is
detected. The grower usually sees the injury
(Figure 1), which is sudden and severe, rather
than the mite itself, which is nearly microscopic
in size and cannot be seen with the naked eye.

Figure 1: Cyclamen mite injury on petunia.
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THE EASTERN ORCHID CONGRESS

The Eastern Orchid Congress will meet in Boston
on November 2-5, 1977. The program is planned to
excite every orchid grower, for there will be many
carefully selected lectures.

There will be 8,300 square feet of show space.
American Orchid Society, Eastern Orchid Congress
and Massachusetts Orchid Society judging has been
arranged. A comprehensive bus tour will visit local
private greenhouses and Light Gardens as well as
famous commercial growers. The sheer beauty of
the exhibit hall will attract a large general attendance.
There will be a testimonial banquet for Gordon Dillon,
Executive Director of the American Orchid Society
who will retire this year.

Noted growers from the United States and abroad
have already applied for exhibition space in the large
ballrooms of the Sheraton Boston Hotel where the

Congress will be located. Many also plan to ship
in rare plants for the Sale Hall.

Plan to attend.
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7. Make sure alarm systems are installed and
in proper working order.

Finally, if you have any further questions, please
feel free to contact the Extension Agricultural Engineer
at the University of Connecticut for assistance.
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Its development is favored by high relative
humidity (80 to 90%) and by temperatures of around
60°F. The mite prefers to feed and multiply in buds
and surrounding young leaves. The damage may
appear as blasting of buds, curling of leaflets from
the outside inward, and/or wrinkling of leaves so
that pockets and pitlike depressions are formed.
Flower buds may fail to develop or, if they open,
are likely to be distorted. Under the microscope
or (with considerable difficulty) with a 10X hand
lens, the mite appears minute and semitransparent
with a greenish tinge.

The female may live up to a month, laying 100 or
more eggs usually tucked into crevices of buds and
young leaves. The eggs are very small, oval,
glossy white and unmarked. They hatch in three
to seven days. The young larvae are glistening
white and move slowly. The entire life cycle is
completed in four to six weeks.

The mites have a wide host range, but in one
instance were found to prefer petunias over other
types of annuals. In another greenhouse they were
found on cherry hot and frying peppers but not on
the bell type. They were also found on a wide
variety of foliage plants.

Why have they made an appearance all of a sudden?
The foliage plant boom probably has contributed the
most to their appearance. The continuous movement
of plant material from Central and South America and
from the southern parts of the U.S. to Connecticut and
olher northeastern states has increased the incidence

of this insect. Also with the foliage plant boom, growers
have their greenhouses full or in operation year-round.
Years ago many greenhouses were empty during the
summer and fall and could be cleaned up.



CONTROL: Strict sanitation practices should be
followed. All plants coming in should be inspected
for mite injury. All greenhouses should be cleaned
out at least once during the year and treated, pre
ferably with formaldehyde.

Formaldehyde (formalin 40%) should be diluted with
water 1:50 and sprayed throughout the greenhouse.
Spray the benches (if any) and soil thoroughly. The
soil should be watered after applying to hold the for
maldehyde in. Close the greenliouse tightly and leave
for a few days.

Formaldehyde is not easy to handle. Be sure to
wear a mask, rubber suit, rubber gloves and boots.
(Editor's note: Maybe the best time to apply it would
be early in the morning while it's still cool.)

Another method might be to spray the empty green
house with a combination of kelthane plus pentac.
Plants infested with cyclamen mites can be sprayed
with the above combination.
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Figure 2. A frosted geranium.

4. Check the local building and electrical codes
to meet local standards.

5. A double, pole-double throw switch must be
connected to your wiring system. According to Mr.
John Bartok, Agricultural Engineer at the University
of Connecticut, this keeps power from your generator
from being fed back through the power company lines
and injuring linemen working on the wires.

6. Once installed, follow a strict maintenance

schedule so the equipment will be ready to operate
when needed.
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